
Communication

N.u wasn’t unintelligent. As the highest graded sentient in the N.O.Nnn.u clan 
cluster, s/he had always had the approval of their Leading Communicators. S/he 
knew why s/he had been picked for this incursion. 

S/he was humanoid in shape- bi-pedal with only six limbs. Her(his) species was 
the least threatening in the galaxies nearest to the Sol system. S/he came from a 
people with only two genders- even if they were often simultaneous in the same 
body. And his(her) vocalisation pods enabled the translations from the Bbberr’z 
insectoid scrapings to the Sol people’s lower life form screeching.

In theory, it was just the kind of assignment s/he had dreamt of, at the academy. 
Travelling to exotic locations. Interacting with varied and dynamic sentient 
beings. Facilitating communications.

A dream that didn’t envisage conquerors from another –parallel- universe using 
those skills.

N.u knew her(his) species were fortunate. They were not amongst the first, 
second or even third wave of peoples encountered after Bbberr’z scientists had 
broken through the ‘membrane’ separating the realities. Conquering had been 
the imperative, and killing and destruction was the default approach the 
Bbberr’z used.

But resources being the objective of any conquest, after countless worlds and 
systems lay dead and unproductive, the realisation came that colonisation would
enable the Bbberr’z to obtain what they sought. Some of the conquered must be 
allowed to live, and enable the mass extraction of any valuable resources on the 
worlds taken over. 

Now the approach was contact, provide a display of overwhelming might, and 
subdue. Then exploit...ruthlessly.

And N.u’s people, with their natural skills in processing forms of 
communication, were forced to assist, and watch the process.

N’u followed the Bbberr’z administrator out of the spacecraft. Automated 
weapons systems on the craft, deployable at a twitch of the administrator’ 
mandibles ensured protection.
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 The Sol representatives for the region awaited.

N.u used three of his(her) arms to surreptitiously pull at the top of her(his) 
garments. This Sol planet- Irth? Urth? Tirra? (N.u had simultaneously absorbed 
a kltez worth of briefings in information packets just two planetary rotations 
past and they had yet to settle) had higher temperatures in the mid region. Not 
adapted to equatorial heat

The Bbberr’z  N.u accompanied, a fourth class entity, surveyed the beings 
before it with contempt. N.u knew it was of the nest of the  Bbberr’z 
commander of the Sol system, given easy tasks because of the...familial 
connection rather than innate ability. With all the arrogance that entailed.

N.u followed as the administrator slithered down the landing rails.

Sol had been observed from orbit for 12 zerza in time units. Apart from an 
unusually wide and vibrant array of flora, fauna and sentient lifeforms, it had 
nothing in the form of technology that could challenge beings capable of 
interstellar travel. The humanoids there had vast array of communication 
systems both planet based and orbital. But other than that were at a very 
primitive stage of development.

Historical documents had been intercepted from the thousands of 
communication arrays encircling the planet, and from them a bewildering array 
of fragmented truths had been gleamed. 

Some of them suggested interplanetary beings had already visited, with 
resulting considerable loss of life, destruction of structures, making cowing the 
population that much easier. The most recent showed images of beings very like
the population of the planet but vastly stronger,  clad in bright coloured, form 
fitting  attire, capable of flight within the atmosphere unaided by machine, 
engaging in confrontations with humanoids like themselves. And an array of 
beings from outside the Sol system or galaxy, and as yet unidentified by 
Bbberr’z  scouting this universe. committing acts of catastrophic destruction 
with millions of fatalities. 

Part of Bbberr’z fleet had been sent to the neighbouring galaxies to try and track
such potential dangerous beings down. A scan of the surface of the planet 
suggested that rebuilding must have been undertaken as there was no sign of the
destruction. Further scans of the planet failed to reveal any flying beings, or any
beings empowered beyond that of the basic planet dwellers. Bbberr’z strategists
decided that these dangerous protagonists must have moved on to other 
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galaxies.  Nevertheless, large structures in urban conurbations continued to 
display images of the events that had taken place, as if in warning

For this first contact, a remote region had been chosen with less dense 
population. Nevertheless, its significance had been apparent as observation 
revealed bright thin yellow materials ringed around a specific area, humanoids 
clad in atmosphere resistant materials, (similar to images of their apparel during
the limited space flight  they were capable of within the Sol system) moving 
back and forth, 

All activity had ceased as the Bbberr’z scout cruiser had revealed itself in the 
upper atmosphere.

All movement had ceased. The humanoids had remained in a group in front of a
set of structures. 

Silent. No doubt awed.

The Bbberr’z undulated forward, its multiple limbs and eyes on alert.

‘Translate!’ it scraped forelegs harshly against its frontplate.

‘Ha! You are not the World Health Organisation!’

A male (?) vocalised. Was this part of their greetings ceremonies? N.u did not 
recall this from his(her) extensive readings on this system. S/he surreptitiously 
called forth an information packet in her (his) communicator

The group of humanoids were placed in front of a large structure, with markings
on it that N.u recognised as the primitive form of intra-planetary communication
designated writing.

The male (?) continued.

‘The Americans warned the world about alien craft near Mars months ago. The 
whole world has been prepared for weeks.’

N.u felt less unsettled. Likely s/he and the Bbberr’z  administrator were being 
engaged in a greeting ceremony particular to this region.

‘Did you think if you landed in Africa we wouldn’t be prepared?’

Another of the humanoids (female? They had a confusing binary gender system)
smaller than the first vocalised this, then added:
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‘We have a special..African welcome, just for you. One you wont forget’

And once more, N.u found him(her)self consulting the information packets 
again. Throat frills quivering uneasily. This...was not part of any greeting 
ceremony that N.u could decipher from them.

S/he knew little of the indications of human emotions, but even so could tell 
that there was no fear there.

‘Translate!’

Should the Bbberr’z sense any challenge, all this species would be obliterated. 
N.u felt obligated to delay the inevitable.

‘Welcome, mighty overlord.’ N.u’s vocal chords wrapped with difficulty around 
the insectoid sounds. ‘We of Sol Prime greet you .’

The Bbberr’z scraped its foreplate harshly.

‘Pitiful scum. Produce your valuables now. You may then be allowed to live and
serve in the XvX^ mines’.

N.u knew the gravity on that planet, and the gases in the atmosphere guaranteed 
a short lifespan to Sol system captives.

‘Have no fear. The Bbberr’z are benevolent and wise, and you will benefit from 
their care.’

The Sol humanoids stared, first at N.u then almost as one, their heads swivelled 
towards the Bbberr’z standing in proud isolation

‘Ancestors! Its monstrous. You, what are you? Are you a monkey? Or a spider?’

N.u was genuinely at a loss as to how to proceed. For the first time in his(her) 
existence, s/he doubted her(his) communication abilities.

‘Translate!’

‘We beg for your mercy and accept your wisdom, oh Greatness.’ For the first 
time, N.u was engaging in an act of deceipt, rather than translation. Causing an 
internal dissresonance.

I am communicating. N.u told him(her)self. I am saving lives

N.u was creatively interpreting whilst frantically trying to determine whether 
the humans were in the grip of some mania.
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Even as N.u examined the information packets, the Bbberr’z began to undulate 
its pincers, a sign of growing impatience. Twenty of its eyes swivelled to stare 
at N.u

‘Well?’

‘This is a powerful entity. You must not cause anger. It wants a...token of your 
respect. The craft behind us has weaponry great enough to destroy a part of this 
continent. I have seen multiple civilisations on planets within this galaxy, all 
much more advanced than yours destroyed. Please comply with its wishes.’

‘And if we give this thing a token of respect, what will happen to our people?’

‘Translate!’

‘They are calling for the blessings of their divinities in their primitive belief 
system to be upon all Bbberr’z and yourself in particular. They are consulting 
each other as to which treasures to produce first.’

N.u did not know if this explanation would yield the desired result, and his(her) 
throat frills rattled desperately

‘If you produce a tribute, your peoples will know the...joy of service to the 
Bbberr’z in their deep mining facilities.’

N.u had seen multiple briefings in a variety of formats on the body language 
and facial expressions of the Sol planet’s residents humanoids and the variety of
meanings across their many social groupings. 

But even if s/he had not, the less than appreciative reaction to his(her) 
announcement would have been very, very clear. 

And yet another humanoid spoke.

‘Huh. Just as we thought. Well.This town has been put into deep quarantine for 
a reason...........’

‘Tell it we have a present for it’ The first speaker said and made a gesture.

Whereupon three of the humanoids stepped forward, two of them seemed to be 
aiding  one in the centre. The one in the centre was the only one not clad in the 
bulky coverings of the others. Its single head lolled to one side, its respiratory 
systems were loud. Who was holding a container.
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‘Greatness, they have a dignitary with a token of their respect.’

The Bbberr’z scraped again and undulated forward. The humanoid in the centre 
of the group made a strange noise and N.u saw it convulse and some kind of 
spray of mist from its face emerge. At the same time, the contents of the box in 
its two limbs jerked forward and a bright liquid which N.u recalled resided 
within Sol humanoid’s bodies, flew out, making N.u’s throat frills rattle in 
surprise.

 As N.u searched her(his)  information packet as to the meaning of these gifts, 
the spray reached the Bbberr’z  administrator, and the Bbberr’z, startled, made a
harsh sound and jerked its mandibles involuntarily.

Every humanoid in the group was incinerated by the weapons array in the 
Bbberr’z spacecraft.
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